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INTRODUCTION
Travelling for many years and experimenting with music makes 

you meet many interesting people. The exchange of ideas and 

point of views makes you see things from another perspective. 

This is the case with Alex Ferrer, a former Spanish diplomat, 

who decided to change the bureaucrats for legendary house 

producers. After a few years of touring the five continents and 

meeting with some of the greatest artists in the scene, he decided 

to immerse himself in the music world with the releasing of a new 

record label, cleverly tributing the name to his former career.

Deeplomatic Recordings was born in London, United Kingdom in 

late 2013 with the idea of unifying some of the best artists of the 

scene into one label, and promote House Music internationally. 

After the release of its first EP in September 2014, Deeplomatic 

has become one of the most prolific House labels worldwide, 

releasing music from some of the top stalwarts in the industry 

and creating stunning parties in the most iconic places.



The record label carefully selects its artists to provide a high-quality 

product. With a roster that includes names such as Robert Babicz, 

Phonique, Gorge, DJ W!LD, Ninetoes, Funk D´Void, Einmusik, La 

Fleur, Rick Wade, Joeski, Terrence Parker, Mihai Popoviciu, Miguel 

Puente, Jay Haze, Paul Johnson and Alex Ferrer, Deeplomatic 

demonstrates exactly its core value; the finest electronic music 

creations.

The label showcases its artists and music in multiple formats, in 

locations as diverse as it is surprising. It develops experiences 

around the planet in some of the most important and exciting 

music capitals of the world: Playa del Carmen, Mexico, where 

Deeplomatic co-runs Coincidance Music Festival, an annual 4 day 

event with some of the world’s leading electronic music artists; a 

Deeplomatic Burning Man event; Wave Week, a hedonistic yacht 

festival across the Adriatic Sea; and epic showcase at Ministry of 

Sound for the London Music Conference.

Thanks to this emphasis, it has taken Deeplomatic just six years 

to become one of the fastest risers and strongest brands of the 

international club scene. 

                                  

ABOUT US

Nominated as Best Small Label 2020 by AIM

Nominated as Best Radio Show 2019 by Vicious 
Music Awards



THE TEAM
The roster is one of the most important elements of a 

record label. The selection of artists has been carried out 

meticulously based on musical quality, relevance in the music 

scene and the concept of the record label. Deeplomatic has 

over 300 artists in it´s roster and released its EP #100 in late 

2019. From pioneers and stalwarts of the scene to promising 

young talents, Deeplomatic has highlighted some of the 

most influential ones, for full artists profiles check: 

http://www.deeplomatic.com/artist

As marketing plays a huge role in the music industry, 
Deeplomatic has its own PR team, led by highly trained 
professionals who have worked with acclaimed artists and 
festivals all around the world.

Last but not least, Deeplomatic is proud to have an award-
winning graphic designer within its team. You can check all 
the Deeplomatic releases and cover artworks here: 

http://www.deeplomatic.com/release



MASTERING

Deeplomatic works with one of the best mastering 

professionals in the industry. He is responsible for 

the mastering of Daft Punk, Hot Since 82, Stereo 

Productions, Toolroom and Pete Tong, just to name a few.

DISTRIBUTION
The label distributes its music to over 60 digital stores and 

streaming platforms including Beatport, Traxsource, iTunes, Spotify, 

WhatPeoplePlay, Deezer, Juno Download, Amazon, Shazam and Google 

Play among others.

https://open.spotify.com/artist/3b4XBvVzGEKU4yiG5elori
https://open.spotify.com/artist/1byGgCLC6onphNV35cyt0H
https://www.beatport.com/artist/kindbud/140326
https://www.beatport.com/artist/jungle-and-juice/708697


EVENTS / FESTIVALS & 
SHOWCASES

COINCIDANCE SECRET FESTIVALS

Coincidance is a set of epic events in unique 

locations co-run by Deeplomatic Recordings.   

Events currently hosting include OFF Week 

Barcelona, Amsterdam Dance Event (ADE), 

Burning Man in Nevada and of course the leading 

Coincidance Music Festival in Playa del Carmen, 

Mexico.

Coincidance Music Festival is a very special event 

held every New Year’s Eve in the paradisiacal area 

of Playa del Carmen for four consecutive days. 

It has been chosen as one of the 10 best winter 

festivals in the world by Pulse Radio and Thump 



SPECIAL EVENTS / MUSIC CONFERENCES

Deeplomatic also runs special events, like the Summer 

Pool series in places like Playa del Carmen (MX), Ibiza 

(ES) and Barcelona (ES).

The label travels the world all year round to attend 

every electronic music conference, always trying to 

bring quality showcases to events like the Winter 

Music Conference in Miami, the Amsterdam Dance 

Event (ADE), Off Sonar Barcelona, or the newly created 

London Music Conference.

WAVE WEEK

Deeplomatic is also working together with Wave Week 

to bring an incredible experience like no other - setting 

sails down the stunning Croatian coast, the adventure 

takes you through paradise on an exploration of 

underground music, like minded travelers and natural 

beauty including floating parties, fort raves, supper 

clubs, spa days and endless adventures, all set against 

the majestic backdrop of the Adriatic Sea.



DEEPLOMATIC NIGHTS

The well-known “Deeplomatic Nights” reflect the 

brand´s core value: finest House events in top-

notch venues, showcasing the hottest artists of the 

industry.

Some of the main electronic music capitals have 

already succumb to the charming beats of the label 

with its monthly residence parties “Deeplomatic 

Nights” in places like San Francisco, Detroit, 

Chicago, Berlin, London, Ibiza, Bogota, Moscow and 

Madrid, where the main focus of the label is to build 

memorable experiences for an elegant crowd with 

a taste for good music, classy but keen to party. 

Deeplomatic is always working to improve the final 

customer experience by bringing new ideas to life 

and taking these events onto the next level.

Top brands like Jägermeister, Pioneer, Hype TV, 

Redbull or Tequila Alacran have already supported 

the events.



LISTENERS & DEMOGRAPHICS

38%
women

62%
men

70%
of listeners aged

25-44

34%
based in 

UK and Spain

66%
from rest of the 

world

73%
Have attended a 

Deeplomatic event 
at least once

Top 10 listeners 
include: UK, Spain, 
USA, Mexico, 
Colombia, Canada, 
Australia, Russia, Italy  
and France

The label connects with its audience in many different ways. Social Media is a big part of that; there 

it cultivates their audience and communicates with them on a personal level.



70k+
monthly reach on 

Facebook

100k+
monthly reach on 

Instagram

13,5k+
Soundcloud

followers

GROWING 

COMMUNITY

11,2k+
Facebook
followers

10k+
Electronic Hype

(Deeplomatic Facebook group)

26,1k+
Instagram
followers

http://www.instagram.com/deeplomaticrec
http://www.facebook.com/deeplomaticrec
https://open.spotify.com/user/1lckpiihd7zm1o441qqmf7qty
http://www.soundcloud.com/deeplomaticrec
http://bit.ly/residentdp
http://bit.ly/beatportdp


MEDIA
Deeplomatic has been featured in most of the main electronic 

music media worldwide, in magazines and radios such as 

Thump, Vice, Resident Advisor, Ibiza Global Radio, DJ Mag, 

Mixmag, Pulse Radio, XLR8R, Decoded Magazine, Ibiza Sonica, 

Vicious Magazine, Ibiza Voice and Clubbingspain.

The label also hosts a monthly radio show syndicated to 20+ 

radios worldwide.

DJ MAG RUSSIA

DJ MAG SPAIN

WHEN WE DIP



DATA TRANSMISSION

VICIOUS MAGAZINE DJ  MAG ASIA MUSIC IS 4 LOVERS MIXMAG RUSSIA

DEEPLOMATIC RADIO SHOW

CULTURA DE CLUB

DJ MAG SPAIN



Apparitions Festival (MX)
Coincidance Secret Festivals (MX)
Gazgolder (RU) 
Goya Social Club (ES)
Harlot San Francisco (US)
Hotel Puerta America (ES)
Hotel Reina Roja (MX)
Hype TV (ES)
Ibiza Global Radio (ES
Ibiza Live Radio (ES)
Jagermeister (Int)
Kili Lounge (DE)
London Music Conference (UK)
ME by Melia (Int)
Ministry of Sound (UK)
Nubel Museo Reina Sofia (ES)
Octava (CO)
Pioneer (Int)
Shoreditch Platform (UK)
Studio 76 (ES)
Vibe Club (DR)
Wave Week (HR)
Xone by Allen & Heath

PARTNERS



CONTACT

A&R: 

info@deeplomatic.com

BOOKINGS:
booking@deeplomatic.com

MEDIA:
media@deeplomatic.com

Deeplomatic LTD

145-157 St. John Street

London, London EC1V 4PW

United Kingdom

PR:
pr@deeplomatic.com

DESIGN:
design@deeplomatic.com

mailto:info@deeplomatic.com
mailto:booking@deeplomatic.com
mailto:kristiina@deeplomatic.com
mailto:kristiina@deeplomatic.com
mailto:kristiina@deeplomatic.com

